Traffic Control
By: Jeff Sehl - Chief of Traffic Control
We hope everyone enjoyed the blessings of Thanksgiving in the presence of family and friends.
All residents, including residents of Eagle Pond, must register their vehicles with Traffic Control.
Many of our currently registered residents have asked about obtaining transmitters to open the
resident gate.
For residents of Eagle Pond who wish to purchase a gate transmitter, please follow these
steps:
First you and your vehicle must be registered with Onsite Management and Traffic
Control. Following registration, a gate transmitter form (obtained from traffic control)
must be filled out. Return the completed form to traffic control. All information will be
verified, and the completed form (with approval stamp) may then be taken to the Pro
Shop for purchase of a programmed transmitter.
The procedure for all other Cypresswood Residents who wish to purchase a gate transmitter:
All residents and their vehicles must register their vehicles with Cypresswood Traffic
Control. Residents must fill out a resident vehicle decal request form for each vehicle
(i.e. all vehicles associated with each address). Please include a copy of the vehicle
registration in addition to a copy of proof of ownership. If you are a Cypresswood
homeowner when purchasing a new vehicle please fill out and submit a resident vehicle
decal request form and include a copy of the new vehicle registration. (The same format
applies to renters when purchasing a new vehicle.)
Your safety remains our goal. Residents continue to speed in the resident lane as they
approach the gate. They run up to the entrance gate only to apply their brakes to avoid hitting
the barrier arm. Please SLOW down when entering to ensure a smooth transition into the
community and to assist traffic control personnel. In addition, I continue to receive complaints
about tailgaters approaching the gate. Please obey the posted 25 mph and 15 mph speed limit
signs, then wait for your turn to enter and drive safely throughout our community.
Golf Cart News per Florida Statute Section 316.212, “A golf cart may be operated only during
the hours between sunrise and sunset, unless the responsible governmental entity has
determined that a golf cart may be operated during the hours between sunset and sunrise and
the golf cart is equipped with headlights, brake lights, turn signals, and a windshield.”
Finally, residents need to be aware of their surroundings. Remember that an open garage door
creates an opportunity of a crime. Keep your property secure. Keep doors locked. Do not
leave car keys in the ignition. Thieves will generally choose the path of least resistance.
Lets everyone work together to make our Cypresswood Community a safe place for all
residents and guests.

